BRAIN LOCALIZATION
hovering and hesitating way, and said, " I can't remember
what they are unless I think. If it wasn't here on the table
I couldn't tell you/'
Influenced by a number of cases in which this mixture of
the symptoms occurs, Head has asserted that "disorders
in the use of language, due to a (left) unilateral lesion of the
brain, cannot be classified under the categories of speaking,
reading, and writing," and that they are " not due," or need
not be due, "to destruction of images." "The patient
succeeds in reading or writing under certain conditions
although he fails completely if the task is presented to him
in a different manner " The function which is disturbed
by sucn lesions he calls " symbolic thinking and expression,"
while admitting that " every manifestation of this aspect
of psychical activity is not ... of necessity disturbed in
any one case." " The more acute and severe the lesion, the
graver and more extensive will be the disorder it produces."
"At first the whole of symbolic thinking and expression may
be rendered impossible, but gradually certain forms return,
whilst the recovery of others may be indefinitely retarded.
When a man has received a severe injury to his foot, at
first he may not be able to walk at all; but after a while
he is found to be walking in a peculiar manner according to
whether the wound affects his toe or his heel. The gait he
assumes is not an elementary component of his normal
method of walking; it is due to the fact that he cannot
place some one part of his foot on the ground. Provided
we bear these principles stnctly in mind, we are justified
in recognizing the existence of various forms of aphasia."l
Head has suggested, in place of the older terms such as
agraphia, alexia, etc. (which he rejects because they suggest
special centres for writing, reading, etc.) the terms verbal,
syntactical, nominal, and semantic disorders of symbolic
formulation and expression. The verbal form is seen in
a patient who cannot readily pronounce his words, though
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